Deformation and reperfusion damages and their accumulation in subcutaneous tissues during loading and unloading: a theoretical modeling of deep tissue injuries.
Deep tissue injuries (DTI) involve damages in the subcutaneous tissues under intact skin incurred by prolonged excessive epidermal loadings. This paper presents a new theoretical model for the development of DTI, broadly based on the experimental evidence in the literatures. The model covers the loading damages implicitly inclusive of both the direct mechanical and ischemic injuries, and the additional reperfusion damages and the competing healing processes during the unloading phase. Given the damage accumulated at the end of the loading period, the relative strength of the reperfusion and the healing capacity of the involved tissues system, the model provides a description of the subsequent damage evolution during unloading. The model is used to study parametrically the scenario when reperfusion damage dominates over healing upon unloading and the opposite scenario when the loading and subsequent reperfusion damages remain small relative to the healing capacity of the tissues system. The theoretical model provides an integrated understanding of how tissue damage may further build-up paradoxically even with unloading, how long it would take for the loading and reperfusion damages in the tissues to become fully recovered, and how such loading and reperfusion damages, if not given sufficient time for recovery, may accumulate over multiple loading and unloading cycles, leading to clinical deep tissues ulceration.